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Finish Schedule - so49732c-5
Face Color -
Top Color -
Toe Color - N/A
Pulls - N/A

Base Trim - Stainless Steel

Collins Manufacturing

Size: #: Drawn By:

Title:

809 E 20th Street
Cookeville TN 38501

Date: Sheet #:

 49732c - 5 MikeInterior - N/A

49732.5 Student Island

This drawing represents Collins Manufacturing
Company's understanding of the desired item as 
was previously priced & ordered. Your signature
indicates you have reviewed the drawing; and
your approval will authorize Collins to initiate the 
acquisition of materials & subsequent production 
More than modest changes may affect the price
and/or manufacturing lead time.

Approved as drawn.

Approved w/ changes noted.

Not approved - re-submit.

Signature____________________________
Company________________Date_______

Height of unit is determined 
by ceiling height.  



Finish Schedule
Face Color - 
Top Color - 
Toe Color - 
Pulls - 

Other (Specify) - 

Collins Manufacturing

Size: #: Drawn By:

Title:

809 E 20th Street
Cookeville TN 38501

Date: Sheet #:

 49732c - 5 MikeInterior - 

49732.5 Student Island 

Installation Notes:
1.   All hardware needed for assembly is included.
2.   Large items are preassembled at the factory to ensure proper

alignment. Items are then disassembled  into managable sections

3.   Shipping cleats need to be removed before installation.
These cleats are installed to prevent damage.

for shipping purposes and ease of reassembly.

Inner portion of upper column telescopes
up so that the top plate can be attached
to the ceiling. Upper trim cap then slides
up into place and is fastened to the top 
plate.

Stainless steel framed mirrors are
attached to the upright assembly with
French cleats.

Slide stainless steel cover and lower
cap up onto base unit. Attach angle iron 
supports to base unit. Level and anchor 
base unit to the floor. Slide lower cap
down and attach to base unit. Slide
stainless steel cover down and attach
to lower cap with stainless steel screws.

Install work surface onto base unit and
secure with the hex bolts provided.

Install upper column into socket on top
of work surface.




